The opening of a single base without perturbations of neighboring nucleotides: a study on crystal B-DNA duplex d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2.
In this work we explore the possibility of the opening of a single base without perturbation of its neighboring nucleotides. Low energy base opening into the grooves can be accomplished by rotation of the relevant backbone and glycosidic bond torsion angles. The pathway has been determined by identifying zeta torsion angle as the reaction coordinate together with the accompanying geometric requirement that guides the displacement of other torsion angles. Our study on Dickerson dodecamer duplex d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 showed that all bases with normal equilibrium zeta can be rotated by approximately 30 degrees, corresponding to approximately 3.5A base displacement, towards the major groove. Such an opening extent is comparable with estimated amplitudes of local angular motions in DNA bases from NMR experiments, which might facilitate proton exchange. The computed base opening energy barrier is also comparable with measured base pair opening enthalpy. These results indicate possible relevance of the pathway studied in this work with experimentally observed base pair opening process. Our analysis also showed a preference for base opening along the major groove and an abnormal opening behavior for bases with unusual equilibrium zeta torsion angle.